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ABSTRACT

Th Du rpose of this report is to provide a synopsis of the data syutem designed to measure,

----- MauI.i I~., ,m*~'nT14t1ng TCAT1 data.
The HICAT Project is to measure gust velocity components In the altitude rangV- of 4t) to 70

............................ ...... ....... -. A ct 4

thousand feet in several worLu areas. .lne goai ft AUMuSLUa• I Luu. UJ. 1.W.LLM*. UM

of the atmosphere which can be applied to design requirements for advanced aircraft struo-

tUies.

A Pulse Code Modulation airborne system is described. Highly accurate sensors and oom-

ponents. including an inertial platform, are used aboard a WU-2 test aircraft in an attempt

to resolve flue scale forces. accelerations, and aircraft motions in the atmospherin gust

field. The magnetic tapes and other pertinent Information are sent to a data processing ground

etation for generation of a computer-compatible tape. processing. end detailed analysis. Power

spectral functions of the gust components are of major interest. Output data are correlated

with meteorological and geog-raphtcal data assoctaied with the test site.

"ITis abstract is subject to special export controls and each transmittal to foreign govern-

ments or foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval of the Air Force Flight

Dynamics Laboratory, FDTE, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The purpoae of this report is to provide a synopsis of the data system desigmed to measure.
record, and process High Altitude Critical Atamspheric Turbulence (HICAT) data. Reports
offering greater detail in the areas of airborne instrumentation, data processing, and data
analvida arPiA lmtwri in th_ nefAIeAhiA.

The HICAT ?rc•ject is to measure gust velocity components in the altitude range of 40 to 70
thousand feet in soyworal world areas. The HICAT Project is one of six turbulence projects
being conducted by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory under the ALLAT Program.
ADP 682E (Roference 1). Each of the projects Is associated with a particular altitudo band in
the total region of 0 to 200,000 feet. The goil is a statistical definition of the "roughness"
of the atmosphere whioi can be applied to design requirements for advanced aircraft struc-
tures.

The HICAT airborne instrumentation originally consisted of a Frequency Modulation record-
Ing system and associated transducers (Reference 2). This system was used from April 1964
to 15 July 1964 to collect turbulence data iaving wavelengths from 60 to 2,500 feet. On 15
February 1965 the project was ru-directcd to upgrade the instrumentation system in order to
collect additional data with greater accuracy and to measure turbulence having wavelengtis
of 60,000 feet. A "-lse Code Modulation airborne system was selected and is described in
this report. Highly accurate sensors and components, including an Inertial platform, are
used aboard a WTJ-2 test aircraft in an attempt to resolve fine scale forces, accelerations,
and aircraft motions in the atmospheric gust field. It is possible to measure atmospheric
wavelengths of 60,000 feet with a resolution of 1 foot per second. The upper frequency Is
limited to 5.0 CPS.

The magnetic tapes and other pertinent informatiou ara sent to a data processing ground
station for generation of a computer-compatible tape, processing, and detailed analysis to
aid in the definition of turbulence. Power Spectral fnrictions of the gust components as well
as root-mean-square intensity distributions are plottid. Correlation and coherence functions
are also possible. These quantities are correlated with meteorological and geographical data
associated with the test site.

This report is organized to cover the'problem of measurement, airborne instrumentation,
data processing equipment, and data analysis.
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SECTION I I

THE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM

An a.r. .r.ft ia ima pa. * -a ... 4..... ;& . ... .- up
gust velocities. The basic Instruments selected to sense the gust force are a pair of vanes - -
a "normal-force" vane and a "side-force" vane. These vanes attached to specially con-
a t. ruot-U si- gagtd imumirs on a gust probe, are attached to the aircraft nose boom (see
Figures 1 and 2). Obviously, the aircraft Itself will respond to gust forces with translational
and rotational motions.

These motionE of the test aircraft and resulting inputs to the vane system must be separated
from those forces on the vanes caused only by the gust.

This can be expressed as follows;

WG Wp + WA

W velocity of air relative to space, or gust velucity

WI P velocity of air relative to the probe

WA velocity of the probe to space

For the vertical component, this can be described by the aircraft parameters as follows

(Reference 3): %[z : T (-a) - VT 0-"0- WAz a+ A'

= VT d-VT 1tI+,dt

W = vertical velocity of gust (referenced to inertial frame)G W)

VT = true airspeed

a = aircrafl: angle of attack

0 =angle of pitch !

19 - a -, flight path angle1

Wangl of sideslip (derived from the force measured on the side-force vane)

2i
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Figure 1 Aircraft Nose Boom
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angle of roll osiwJ.o, right wing down)

WA = vertical volo-ity of aircraft (referenced to inertial frame)

distance from aircraft CG to vrobe sensor

"JO(f E: The equation above for gust velocity assumes that angles are small and oan be ex-
4A. JJ7Aj Uflc6AOJSAU UMO, jUIIL RU .1-C-4

boom vilbrationEi are above the frequency of interest.

1The W term M,3 found by integrating the alrorstL normnd accelaraLon:AI

f2 [a, OZ co so - a , sin4 cooe + a, ,Iit + c1

ti

The az term Is the CG accelero)meter output -ith 1.%g component remoced.

cosO ,e"o accounts for accelerometer tilt.

The a tIcr is a lateral component input to the vertical accelerormete;.Y

The aX term Is a longliudin•l.. oomponent input to the vertical accolerovfuoter.

CI is the Initial volocity conditioni.

The .-? term accounts for pitching rats of the vane sensors relative to the afroraft

center of gravity.

Jf too assumptions are made that:

a. sinusoidal atmospheric wavelengths of 60,000 feet are to be measured

b. resolution of 1 foot per second (peak-to-peak) is desired

c. aircraft true airspeed is 600 ieet per secord, the requirements for accuracy in the gust
equation above can be determined, for example:

d AW)=- W. 5 sin wt)
dt dt

w 7 600 rad/sec
a,=2r60,000

ZV• 600
az =WO.5, .OS •ut = 1,0) 0.5 Cos Wut

32.2 ft/sec2

Oz =.001 Cos W1 (g' S)

50.5 -
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Therefore. a resolutio-i of one nilli-g must be obtained from the CO accelerometer. Similar

analysis shows that angles must be resolved to .06 degrees of arc. Correspondingly low drift

rates are required for the equipment to make these meacurements.

On thli basis, a digital instrumentation system was selected to be carried aboard the W`U-2
airuraft (Reference 4). This system measures and rooords the gust velocity data in compact
form on manatio_ tane. An n~anllne-uph I, .- 1.- 4-6•,-'1-* _------", a6 Hu ii a
quick-look aicdog record Is available immediately after each flight. This record is used for
determination of Ud * values by manual methods and is also used for trouble-dhootinw

purposes in the field. The magnetio tape, edited oscillograph record, pilot reports, and other
pertinent information are sent to the data processing ground station for~generatfon of a
oomputer compatible t"p and fuit~her processing. (See Figure 3).

SECTION m

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

The basi c measurement list is tabulated in Table L These measzrements fulftl the measure-
ment, analysis, and operational requirements for the HICAT Program. The transducers
selected are of various typos depending oni the phenomenon to be measured. The major new
transducer element in the system is a stable inertial platform which provides the required
high accuracy attitude measurements and also highly accurate vertically stabilized accelera-
tion measurements. The aircraft digital instrumentation system block diagram is shown in
Figure 4. The airborne system volume and weight are approximately 15 cu. ft. and 450 lbs.,
respectively.

1. TRANSDUCERS

The Gust Probe developed and successfully employed with the Frequency Modulation System

is used to make the sensitive airspeed and normal and lateral gust sensing vane force measure-
ments required for the determination of true gust velocities (Reference 5). These gust
velocities are detected by the change in lift produced on small fixed-vane sensors, which
consist of light weight wedge shaped vanes attached to specially oonstructed strain-gaged
beams (Figures 5 and 6). The angle of incidence of the vans with respect to the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft remains fixed even when lift forces are imposed on the vane. Thus the
vana measures shear forces instead ol bending strain. The Statham strain gage type airspeed
transducer senses dynamic and static pressures from the boom and provides an output to
determine the longitudinal gusts.

A Litton LN-3 navigation system is installed on-board the aircraft. The inertial platform
provides precise determination o'f aircraft attitudes In pitch, roll and heading, and acceleration

Derived equivalent gust velkeity.

4'6
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TABLE I

HIGAT MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

Measurement ILocation "I No.xmt Rq~rd J edr RemarksF~pa.sn NrmFoce - Maid' Ranis Resolution Miflufactiaw
1. Alpha-Verw Noul Fo, ca1 Robe rt2 lb. .004 lb. Lockhe1d FT Note 5
2, kta-Veno Normal Fiorest mobe s 2 lb. Note 5
S3. ; O rM• l Acel. Itob be - 2, +4 .006 United Controls PAL-5655-26
S4. Potn Lateral Accel.i Ibe 8. I I United Contols PAL-56II8;5. C .G, No rmail Acc l.1,2,13 F S$ 40 6 I - rt + ?.5= , 4 L;,i wl s;o nrols' l PA L-565 5-SC I

6. U.0. Longitudinal Accel. 1  FS 406 - .5, +.5 s .001 g United Controls PAL-5655.48
7. Loft Win& Nodal P..cui, 3  FS 175 -. 5, +2.5 g 03£ United Controls PAL-5658-SC
8. Right Wing Nodal Accel. 3  FS 175 - .5, +2.5 1 .003 g United Controls PAL-5655-3C
9. Indicated Airspeed 1,2 Probe 100-200 K .3 Knot Stathm PL23TC-1-350 Note 5:

10. Peasure Altitude 3  Nose 0-80 k ft 500 ft Statham P96D-15-500 Note 5
11. Prussure Altitude1 ,2  Noss 46-80 k ft 100 ft Rosemount 8301
12. Inc:eTrimntal Pressure Altitude1  Nose (.125 psi) 6 ft Rosemount 30O01 +521A
13. Total Temperatuie t  Nose - 80 to OPC .080C Rosemount 510V6
14. Pitch RAZ6e Nos# t10±/sec .02"/sec R. C. Allen F2680,045,
"1"5. Roll Rate1  Nos@ t10 0/sec .02°/soc R. C. Allen F2880-045
16. Yaw Rate1  Nose .lO°/sec .02°/sec R. C. Allen F2880-045 " -
17. Left Aileron Position3  L Wing ±150 .030 GlannIni 85172S-93 Note 5
18. Elevator Position3  Tail - 15', +30" .050 Giannini 85172S-9 Note S
19. Rudder Position3  Tail ±300 .06 Giannminl 85172S-93 Note 5
20. C.G. Lateral Accui. FS 408 - .5, +.5 .001 g United Controls PAL5655-4B21. PItch Angle 1  Q-Bay ±10° .020 Litton LN-3 Note 6

22. Roll Angle' Q-Day t100 .020 Litton LN-3 Note 6
23. Yaw Angie 1  Q-Bay ±100 .020 Litton LN-3 Note 7

24. Heading (3600) 4 Q-Bay ±1P'i" .36" Litton LN-3 Note 7
25. Vertical Accel.3  LN-3 Q-Bay - .5 +x.5 g .003 g Litton LN-3 Note 5
26. X Velocity 4  Q-Bay ±1000 ft/sec 2.0 ft/sec Litton LN-S Note 5!27. Y Velocity4 Q-58y ±:1000 ft/sec 2.0 ft/soc: Litton I.N3Note 5

28. X Distance1, 4  Q-Bay ±500 ru 1.0 ml Litton LN-3 Note 8" 29. Y Distance1, 4  Q-Bay ±500 ml 1.0 ml Litton LN-3 Note 8

1. Required for gust velocity determination. Measurement ranges and resolutions we those required to provide 1/2 ft/m.".
(.3 knot) gust velocity resolution. )

2. ReqiJired for derived equivalent gust velocity (Ud4 ) determination.

3. Requited for aircraft response analysis and probe calibration.

4. Required for determination of ground back and flight level wind velocities.

5. Through CEC 1-361-0001 DC Amplifier.

6. Through Nstel D6006-763-CS-400-26-A Demodulator..

7. Through Natal D6006-781-CS-400-26-A Demodulator.

8. Through Litton RC1B Potentiometer and CEC 1-36|-0001 DC Amplifier.

a

I

• .i
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Figure 5 Double Beam Sensor with Strain Gage Installation for Shear Measurement i

Figure 6 Double Beam Sensor Deflection Due to Airload
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In the vertical direction. East-West and N hitnd ditane iformation are

also obtained from the LN-3 systems. The distance information to displayed in the cockpit
and used extensively in flight patterns through turbulent araae..

In addition to the anoeleration meauuremants available from the platform. similar nIasur*-
ments are taken at the gust probe, at the aircraft CO, and at the left and right win uodal
points in order to define motions of the boom in relation to the aircraft. For this purpose,

units, the seismic mass is loosely suspended and retaiaed in position by a force eleotro-
magnetically developed from the seismic mass's position error. The restoration force,

electrically measured, provides the output. The resolution and accuracy of these units are
sufficient to eliminate the need for dual range or redundant sensors at particular locations.

Outside air temperature is measured with a Rosemount total temperature probe. This
transducer was used on the earlier MICAT testing, and the recovery factor, time constant,
and accuracy of this instrument are compatible with the requirements of the digital instru-
mentation system.

Altitude is determined with a Rosemount multi-range pressure transducer with one output
for the overall range of 50,000 to 80,000 feet while a second output, automatically engaged,
provides expanded scale measurements over 16 bands of the overall range. Coarse altitude
is measured with a Statham strain gage type transducer over the range of 0 to 80,000 feet.

The rate gyros provided to obtain a direct measure of pitch, roll and yaw rates are
manufactured by R. C. Allen. The output is an AC signal from a microsyn type pick off which
is demodulated to a DC level for recording. Availability of these measurements provides a
direct method of confirming the operation of other measurements in the field as well as a
backup measurement to the heading and attitude information available from the stable plat-
form.

Surface position measurements are made by high resolution Giannini potentiometers linked
directly to the rudder, elevator and aileron control surfaces.

Ancillary signals may be used to describe such slowly or infrequently changing data as
gear position, flap position, fuel consumption, flight plan index, and so forth. Five digital
channels are available for this information to be entered directly into the digital multiplexer.
Six decimal thumbwheel switches are located on the cuckpit control panel. Each switch provides
a 4-bit parallel BCD output code resulting in 24 discrete bit' of digital information that can
be entered into the PCM system format from the cockpit control panel. The remaining 26 bits
making up the total of the 5 digital 10-bit words may be developed from external remote
contact closures within the aircraft systems. The l~osemount multi-range altitude transducer
is connected to 4 of these bit positions to indicate the particular band where the transducer
may be operating. Signals from the LN-3 inertial platform and from a pilot operated "event"
switch are also entered Into the digital data format in this manner.

2. SIGNAL CONDITIONING

Some of the transducer signals require conditioning prior to the digital instrumentation
system. The vanes, airspeed, coarse altitude, surface positions, and temperature measure-
ments require amplification to voltage levels suitable for digitizing. CEC DC amplifiers were
selected for this purpose. Some of the signals from the platform also require CEC DC am-
plifiers while others require demodulators to convert from AC to DC voltage levels and Natel
amplifier-demadulator units were selected for this requirement. All signals are standardized
to 0 to 5 volt limits with suitable voltage divider networks.

11
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3. DIGITAL SYSTEMS (PCM)

The system selected for this requirement was manufactured by Dynatronics Incorporated,
Orlando, Florida. General specifications are the capability of 40 analog and 5 digital input
chamels. The analog imputs are in the form of three wire differential signals consisting of
a signal hot wire, a signal common wire. and a shield wire. Each analog Input channel has
a minimum oi 60 aD common me noise rejection at a frequency of 0 CF9 (DC) with a common
mode oise voltage of up to 5 volts DC.

The conditioned transducer analog slgnasl are passed through presampling filters, and
associated buffer amplifiers, with a low pass. oharact-eristic to minimize aliasing errors. To
prevent noise due to aliasing caused by transducer output signals in the frequency domain
abJve the frequency of interest, it is necessary to provide low pass filters having cutoff
characteristics tailored to certain practical requirements. The ratio of the sampling frequency
to the cutoff frequency can only be lowered while making the cutoff characteristics more
severe. This ratio is 25 samples per second-to-7 cycles per second for the HICAT case,
whereas a ratio of 2 Is the minimum theoretical value. The volume of data is proportional to
this ratio when other factors remain fixed. The cost and complexity of low pass filters rises
rapidly with increasing cutoff severity while maintaining quality. The contradictory require-
ments are beat reconciled on an economic judgment basis. For the accuracy required for the
HICA'g Project. satisfactory filtering Is achieved using an 8-pole Butterworth filter with a
corner frequency (3 db point) of 7.0 ± 0.5 CPS. The filter is flat within +0.75% from DC to
0.5 CPS, +1.5% from 0.5 CPS to 4 CPS and +2% from 4 to 5 CPS and has a rolloff of 48 db
per octave minimum. Side lobes, beyond the frequency of the theoretically determined 60 db
point, are at least -00 db with respect to the pass band out to a frequency of 100 kc.

The outputs of the filters are sampled by a high-level analog multiplexer. All channels
aro sampled within a 1.0 millisecond period with follow and hold circuitry to provide time
correlation between samples within 10 microseconds. The scanning rate is switch-selectable
between 20. 25, 40. and 50 scans per second.

The multiplexed analog samples arc then digitized to 10-bit binary words with a -"r-
responding resolution of 1 part iu 1024 by the analog-to-digital (A-D) converter. Each s -al
wire pair is multiplexed to the A-D converter as a differential pair. For a 5.0 volt full scale
input the A.D conversion accuracy is *0.05% of full scale ±1/2 least significant bit.

A word generator Is incorporated in the system to produce two parallel 10-bit Barker Code
(Reference 6) words for synchronization at the start of each frame. The five channels of
digital data appear as the next five words in each frame followed by the time-of-day code
as the next three words. The scanning and sampling rates are synchronized with this clock
and with the time code ger~rator which outputs time in IRIG-C format for analog recording
on the on-board oscillograph. The time code Is also recorded on the magnetic tape to facilitate
automatic tape search operations at the data processing ground station during preparation

of the computer compatible tape for further data analysis. The clock is provided with standby
(battery) power which can operate the time code generator for up to 30 minutes during an
interruption in primary power.

4. MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

The digital instrumentation system output is multiplexed into a 10-bit data word ulus a
lateral parity and a synchronizing clock bit resulting in a 12-bit parallel format. An Ampex
model ,R214 magnetic tape recorder used on the previous HICAT Program was modified
with an HUIG 16 track digital recording accessory kit. This recorder is capable of recording
the digital Instrumentation system output for a continuous period of four hours at a tape speed
of 3-3/4 inches per second using 1.0 mil thin oxide magnetic recording tape. A tape speed

12
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of 1-7/8 inohes per second is also available which increases the packing density to 670 bits
per inoh. Additionally, the pilot's voice annotation and the IRIG-C time code are recoarded on
two of the recorder ohannels using analog techniques.

5. ANALOG RECORDER

A multi-channel oscillogriph installeL on-board the aircraft, records quiok-look data
during the HICAT test flights and a portable processor Is used to develop the record Im-
mediately following the flight at the test site. The outputs of the transducers, after being
psgsed through the PCM system presampling filters, are isolated and padded to a suItablv
galvanometer recording 16vel at the oscillograph integrated control system panel All trans-
ducers on-bWard the aircraft are recorded on tiffs unit which is operated througbiut each
flight. This record provides a very valuable monitor of transducer and syntem operation for
maintenance and trouble-shooting purposes.

6. SYSTEM CONTROL'PANEIL .
A system control panel is mounted:in the cockpit permitting pilot control of the PCM sys-

tem and the magnetic tape recorder. In addition, this control panel contains the 6 digital
switches for insertion of ancillary inputs into the digital instrumentation system by the
pilot. Cockpit control panels are also provided for the analog recorder and the LN-3 inertial
platfurm.

SECTION IV /

PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERfrICS

The HICAT instrumentation system operates from standard +28 b&olt DC aircraft power.
The PCM system package Is contained within a maximum jnvelope ot 7 inches high by 34.75
inches long by 13.2 inches wide and weighs 143 pounds. The tit code generator is 6.0
inches wide by 10.5 inches high by 20.5 inches deep and weighs •6 pounds. The magneLic
tape recorder is 27 x 12 x 8 inches in size and weights 85 pouds4 The electronics cabinet
has the dimensions of 16 x 8 x 4 inches and weighs 9 pounds. The ao recorder'system is
15 x 18 x 40 inches and weighs, approximately 150 pounds. 1 /

The instrnentation system major components are mounted In airraft Q-Bay, with the
exception of some signal conditioning units, transducers, /and cour panels which are located
throughout the aircraft.

The system is designed to operate over a temperature ýange of 0"C to -80"C at an altitude
from sea level to 50,000 feci and to withstand a range of tampe ters from -55C to +125"C
in a nonoperating condition. The system is also designed to witrand vibration levels of 0.08
inches double amplitude, 10 to 50 CPS and of up to 10 g's rando 50 to 2000 CPS and 3 axis
shocks to 30 g's for up to 11 milliseconds, as well as !relative dity up to 100% with sand
and dust conditions as encountered in desert areas.

is
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SIECTION V

FIELD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

analysis of th C system operation and calibration. Teuiisa sef-ontainw oheo0zut
package, which connects to the PCM systbm vie cables and test connector@, and is divided

inotosections. Teanalog subsection develops avery accurate rfrneipt e a
by front panel switching, In conjun-3tion with simulation of source impedanos. Mwe aseond
subsection is dlgital and monitors the fintd PCM/NRZ-Mark code that drives the Am~ps~
digital tape recorder. A binary ýight display provides the decoded NRZ-Meark PCX4 datý-
selectable by front panel switching for all words in the PCM system format. A test point t.,.!A
power monitor provision Is provided and permits the operator to. monitor the Internal fuUwt,,.)ir
ing of the PCM system on suitable auxiliary test equipment such as voltmeters, osoillouoci a',s
counters, calibration and standards equipment which are stored in the field support -u%~i

SECTION VI

DATA PROCESSING GROUND STATION

The purpose; of the HICAT Data Processing Ground Station is to provide a means to edit
airborne digital PCM data recorded on magnetic tape and to convert It into a format comi-
patible for inpat into an IBM 7094 scientific computer for further processing.

The Data Processing Ground Station performs the functions of retrieval of data from the
airborne magnetic tape, decoinmutation of data, decimal display, data editing, digital-to-
analog conversion with s9laog Oisplay, format conversion, and recording of re-formatted
computer compatible output data onto magnetic tape. The ground station black diagram is
shown in Figure 7 (References 7, 8, and 9).

1. EQUIPMENT LIST

The complete HICAT Data Processing Ground Station with all peripheral equipment oon-
satlet of the following items:

CEC Model VII-2600 Input Magnetic Tape Reproducer

Astv'odata, Model 5220-100 IRIG Time Code Translator

Astodaa Mdel5224-100 Tape Search and Control Unit
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Figure 7 HICAT Data Procesbing Ground Station
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LEC Model PCD 101A PCM Telemetry Decommrutat;on and Computer Tape Buffer-

Formatter System

CEC Model 5-133 Direct Print Oscillograph Recoder (Lockheed-owned)

IBM Model 729 V Magnotic Tape Recorder (Leased from IBIM 2

2. INPUT DATA

The airborne data, which Is digitally recorded on magnetic tape at 3-3/4 inches per second
uzing parallel format PCM techniques, Is played back on the CEC Model VR..2600 Magnetic
Tape Reproducer at 60 inches per second and Input into the ground station permitting data
convertAon at 16 times the real-time recording speed. The HICAT digital input format is
a parallel 12-bit format with a 10-bit data word, a lateral parity bit and a synchronizing ch2-
bit. Additionally, pilot's voice annotation and IRIG-C time code are recorded on two of the
remaining 4 tracks using analog techniques.

The HICAT recorded frame length is 50 words with 2 Barker Code words for synchroniza-

tion, 5 words for reference data, 3 words for time-of-day code and 40 wordA available for data.

3. INPUT CAPABILITES

The system will accept the parallel data inputs at a rate of 36.000 words per second for an
11-bit word. The input format, inoludirg the input coding, word length, f.ramo length, and frame
synchronization Is progra.nmable on a removable patch board. The system Is capable of
handling serial or parallel data In NRZ (C) or IRZ format. The word length is progranunable
from 4 to 16 bits. Prime frame length is prograiamable from 2 to 399 words. The frame
synchronization word is programmable from 4 to 32 bits in the search mode. In chock and
lock mode, the frame synchronization is programmable as one, two, or three adjacent words.

4. INPUT CONTROL

The input fy.om the VR-2600 Tape Reproducer Is controlled by the Astrodata Tape Search
and Control Unit and the Time Code Translator. By means of thumbwheel switchas, the start
and stop times for the selected data to be processed through the Ground Station may be
manually set into the Control Unit. The data to be processed through the Ground Station is
visually selected from th3 airborne-recorded oscillograph record. IRIG-C time is recorded
on the osli~ograph record to provide the start/stop time inputs to the Control Unit. The
IRIG-C time code recorded by analog t3chniques on a separate track on the tape is Inpit
to the Time Code Translator where it is translated to a parallel BCD time code which Is input
to the Tape Search and Control Unit. A visual display presents the translated time from the
input tape In days, hours, minutes, and seconds for monitoring purposes. When the search
mode is put Into operation, the tape time, as received frorm the Time Code Translator, is
constantly compared with the run start time set in by the thumbwheel switch on the Tape
Search and Control Unit. When equivalent time is achieved in the parallel compirator, a
start pulse initiates the transfer of data from the input tape to the level shifting amplifiers
in the Ground Station. Data is read into the Ground Station until the time comparison logic
detects equivalence between tape time and run stop time as manually inserted with the
thumbwheeL switches. A stop pulse Is then generated to stop the transfer of data from the
input tape.

5. SERIAL CONVERSION

Parallel data from the input tape are amplified and then inp~ut into the shift register where
a 500 kc clock pulses to shift the parallel data Mits out of the register in serial fashion.

16
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6. DECOMMUTATION

Tho aeriul word-bit pa.tterns. both synchlio1zation and data, are coolmd into the decom-
mutator. The frame synchronization pattern preoeding the data words is compared to a patch
synchronization code. Tho Input serial data train is converted to o9wnousq avamamia
parallel output data. These data words are gatedto the dcoommutator output silaystem by the

'~r~ l~± .~h4.4 I. ,~.~,iia* nnm ýiwA nafe~wi ward- synchronixatioa.. and

fraiac forma~t.

7. DECOMMUTATOR OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMf

There are three output s-,bsyatems which provide analog, visual &nd diital outpu& A.'il-
tavoPooksly; the Digital-to-Analog Conversion Susbystemn, the Decimal Display Outpu Subays-
tom, and the Buffer-Formatter Subeyntem.

8. DIGITAL-ANALOG CONVERTERS

There arc fouroten stotage registers and fai'trt'en dlgital-analog converters which sium•-
taneouply provide 14 DC analog outputs selected from any of the digital datA words by means
of thumbwheol switches on the Control Unit. T1he analog signals are int ti a CEC Direct
Write Ose"lograph Recorder for immediate and simultaneous analog display of up to 14 data
chal•nols plus IthG-C time. This aralog record provides a means of monitoriig the playback
of the data, for analysis and editing and foi troubleshooting. The eight zrost significant bits
from the decon.mutator output MSB bus (Most Signifcant Bit) are paralld-connooted to each
of the 14 independent digil-analog converters.

9. ijECIMAL DISPLAY

The decin al display provides a visual dlgtal monitoring of any two channols simultaneously.
Two four-decade decimal displays are provided which simultaneously convert the 1 most-
significant bits of any pair of words Lrom binary to decimaL There are two display modes-
a "Read Continuous" and "Read Hold". "Pead Continuous" is autoinaticUaly updated.
"Read Hold" may be manually updated. Cannels are selectable by. means of ibunDwheel
switches on the Control Unit.

10. BUFFER-FORMATTER

The buffer-formatter assembles the dacommutated data into the standard IBM gapped
format.

The buffer-formatter receives words wrogrammable from 4 to 14 bits from th deaom-
mutator output MSB bais. In addition, there are 21 bitp input to the buffer-formatter for run
id entification informatio,, which are input manually by means of thumbwheel switches on the
Control Unit. The run identiticatlon data are entered before the first data character in each
record.

The core memory has a cpacity of 4096 7-bit characters. Daa sets are gated into the mem-
o~ry In 6-bit groups with each- group becoming one memory character. Each dibracter Is
accompanied by a parity bit (odd parity) duriug entry into memory which is generated at the
input data gate and mcnitored during the niemnry read-cycle at tWe outer register. Data
are loaded into the "input side" of memory until the number of 6-bit words that are stored
is equivalent in nwmber to the selected record length. Record leugths of up to 2048 6-bit
charucters may be selected by means oa octal switches at the rear of the control pan- 'M,3
HICAP' record length is 1446 characters.

17
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When at full reoori length to Nwhieved in tWo Input storage re!1ster, the output storage.
register dumps the stored record. 'rhe record in the input storage x,. •ister is transferred
to the outpmt starge register and now data are loadod into the input storage reister to
complete the oyo",e. Memory cycle time is 2.0 mioroeeonds.

11. DATA OUTPUT

Data records axe output to the IBM 729 V Tape Recorder under automatio control of the
buffer-formatter control logic. The control logic furt..ir provides a data reset-to-zero for
decommutator parity errors and a parity chgx* for core memory operation. Data are stored
on 7 track magnoti'o tape in computer compatible format at a reoording density of 800 bits
per inch per track at a tape speed of 75 inches per sooind. The format consists of parallel
6-bit charaoters with Lateral and longitudinal parity, a 3/4 inch inter-reoord gpp and an nd-
of-file mark and gap. Each 10-bit word plus 2 dummy bits Is formatted Into 2 paraldll 6-bit
characters.

SECTION VII

DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

1. DATA PROCESSING

The computer compatible tapes will be processed as diagrammed in Figures 8 through 10
to obtain the following:

1. Filtered time histories of all measured quantities as well as derived Z4.•ht parameters
such as Mach number and true airspeed.

2. Equivalent derived gust velocity ( ).
de

3. Vertical and lateral gust velocity time histories.

4. Peak c<ounts and exceedances.

6. Power spectra and associated statistical functions (for example, cross spectra, cross
correlation functions, coherence functions).

6. Cumulative probability distributions of RMS gust velocities.

The processing described above will be performed using the programs written for the initial
phase of the HICAT Program. Where this Is not feasible, now programs based upon those
described will be written, Because long wave turbulence requires long data samples for
analyses, it is antiipated that the gust velocity power spectra will be generated over two
overlapping frequency ranges.

18
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2. ANALYSIS

Th gust velocity analysis will be perbfrmed essentally as described In the "HICAT
, Program e Data Reductio and Analyula Report' I ferenoe 10). Thoghthda
report was written during the first phase of HICAT, the Methods Analysis Section is coam

The low waves to be meaurmed in the Proaxm will require the analys•s of lor samplesof data. This may require as stated in the discussion of the data prooewlin& that tWe power
spectra be oomputed in two frequency ranges and .then oveirlapped. Othe~r than applying the

criterion that the overlapped sections agree, no now analysis methode will be required.

The analysis will ooustst of the foUowing:

1. R-,aInation of raw and fl•tered mesurement time histories and the computed gust
velocity time hiotories.

2. Evalu•ton of gust velocity power spectra particularly with respect to slope and suale of
turbulence.

3. Evaluation of gust velocity petk count and exceadance curves.

4. Comparison of BMS level s LatLstics an. evaluation of cumulative probability dlstribu-
tions of RMS gust velocities.

=. Evaluation and oompariso-a of derived equivalent gust velocities U de ) with those
of NASA-TN D 548 (Reference 11).

6. Categorizing and oorrelalkion of data taking Into account the meteorological factors
involved.
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